Cystinosis Research Network 2019 Conference
Poster Session Requirements

- The Poster Session will take place during the conference proceedings on Saturday, July 20. This session will showcase a mix of science, medicine, industry and advocacy group, and patient experiences to provide an interactive experience for both family and professional attendees. Researchers, clinicians, industry, advocacy representatives, students, patients, and caregivers will be invited to exhibit their latest research findings, treatment breakthroughs, advocacy group updates, and real patient and family experiences. This will be an interactive session where exhibitors will be available to discuss their work or experiences with those attending. Attendees will be invited to browse the posters and take this opportunity to ask the authors and presenters questions.

- Posters may be submitted into one of the following three categories: Research/Clinical, Industry/Advocacy, or Patient/Family.

- Research Poster Presenters are asked to provide two hand-outs describing their work: one is to be a brief discussion of the exhibit written in layman’s terms; the second, a more detailed, technical discussion for the attending professionals. These hand-outs are to be available at the poster exhibit for the benefit of all those attending this session.

- Abstracts are to be provided for enclosure in the conference notebook. Abstracts should specify to which of the three categories they apply and should include a brief description of the information to be included on the poster. Please also include the main contact name, email address, daytime telephone number, title, and affiliation, if applicable.

- Poster session abstracts may be submitted to Christy Greeley via email (as .doc or .pdf files) to greeleycd@aol.com no later than June 15, 2019. Questions may be submitted via email or by telephone at (847) 204-6004.

- Each poster should have at least one presenter who must remain with their poster throughout the session.

- Posters should be no larger than 4’ x 4’, and will be displayed on bulletin boards. Please specify if you require other display methods.

- All costs associated with creation of the poster will be the responsibility of the entrants.

- Entrants must give permission for poster abstracts to be published with conference materials, as well as posted on the CRN website (www.cystinosis.org).

- Space is limited, and the CRN Conference Planning Committee reserves the right to reject any submitted abstract.